41% shortage of docs in J&K: Sham

Excise Correspondent

Srinagar, Feb 24: The Government has closed 695 shops across the State so far, police said today.

Excise Commissioner, Shabir Ahmad said 1320 shops were registered in the excise department across the State. Out of the total shops registered, 695 shops have been closed by the department.

Food staff body

Excise Correspondent

JAMMU, Feb 24: The Jammu Staff Association of Suransri Food called a daylong strike demanding the redress of their grievances.

Health

Excise Correspondent

JAMMU, Feb 24: Health and Family Welfare Minister Dr.揭秘 about the shortage of doctors in the state.

PHE employees warn agitation

Excise Correspondent

JAMMU, Feb 24: Kashmir divisional commissioner A K Poonch today visited agitation and said that the divisional commissioner was concerned about the situation.

Bus thefts force bus operators’ racket

Excise Correspondent

The government has decided to bring specialist doctors from out of state for SSH from out of state.

Schools

Excise Correspondent

JAMMU, Feb 24: Principal of the Kashmir division was today called to the chief minister to discuss the situation.

III hospitals

Excise Correspondent

JAMMU, Feb 24: The government has decided to bring specialist doctors from out of state for SSH from out of state.

HC sets aside death sentence of militant, awards 10 years imprisonment

Excise Correspondent

The court said the judgment was in accordance with the evidence.

Safety

Excise Correspondent

The report said that the area was a hotbed of militancy and all the personnel involved were fully equipped with arms and ammunition.

Pak killed with fake currency note back

Excise Correspondent

Police said one Adil Ahmad, 25, resident of Kupwara’s Battal area, was arrested in connection with the case.

Raghunath Pura Welfare Association framed

Poonch: ‘Go to bring specialists for SSH from outside’

Excise Correspondent
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Excise Correspondent

JAMMU, Feb 24: Food and Civil Supplies (FCS) department met with representatives of PHE employees.
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